
An enjoyable retelling of the Arthurian legends. It's not bombastic or spectacular; rather, it's a quiet exploration of what life would 
have been like for those in Camelot outside of Arthur's exclusive circle of knights. This is not a YA rehash of the famous heroics    
Arthur and his knights perform, although the story is not lacking in its fair share of such heroics. 
 
White chooses to unpack the philosophy of Camelot and Arthur: what the city stands for, how Arthur's status as a symbol can      
simultaneously bolster and burden him, and more importantly, the grittier, realistic aspects of building on the dream that is Camelot. 
Add to that an update on the age-old conflict between magic vs. progress (i.e., wilderness vs. civilization) and the Camelot White 
gives us, though nascent, is already complex and near totalitarian. This made it a little easier for me to brush off the anachronisms 
throughout the book (and trust me, there were too many for me to endure if it had been written a little less well). 
 
I also appreciated the magic system! Too often fantasy tends to bend the rules of magic in favor of the main character simply       
because they are the exception. In Guinevere's world, magic required sacrifice and pain to be utilized, and we are treated to the   
details of what those sacrifices mean and feel like. 
 
Another set of points in the book's favor: White puts female interactions and relationships front and center, which I always appreciate. 
And though these relationships are portrayed positively, White never takes it into the realm of romanticization. The little grains of  
jealousy, distrust, irritation, and misunderstanding sometimes scraped against the foundations of solidarity, comfort, intimacy, and 
sacrifice, but they never leave lasting marks. 
 
One last thing, of course: Mordred. I can never leave off any version of the Arthurian myth without saying something about him,    
because he is my favorite Arthurian character after Morgan le Fay. 
 
Can I just say he stole the show? The Mordred we got is charismatic, shrewd, and driven by a deep-seated conviction that, although 
we are supposed to root for Arthur and his vision of Camelot, we can't help but align with. He has more than enough personality to 
stand out from the line of the bland, interchangeable YA love interests we're already tired of. Like Guinevere, I'm often seeking him 
out in the scenes he doesn't appear in. I look forward to meeting him again in the sequel! 
 
The ending, though, is what cost this book a star. An abrupt, unsatisfying conclusion because it was completely out of character for 
Guinevere to choose what she did. Here's to hoping that Guinevere rethinks her decision in the sequel.  
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